
Introduction



Heriburg for future



Green Heriburg



Challenges in 
our school
building

No good insulation

Big Foyer

Budget



What are Photovoltaics?

 renewable method

 Use the sun energy

 Produce electricity

 7,2 percent of the German 
electricity



How does it work

 panel collects the sun
energy

 a chemical reaction
produce direct current

 Direct current into
alternating current

 sell the electricity or
charge a battery



What do you need for it 

a roof or a shiny 
spot

Some money connection to  the 
grid or a battery

Panels and an 
inverter



Why we can benefit so much

Flat roof

Much sun shine

a high consumption

be independent 



Video



The function of 
our photovoltaics

 Use the elctricity

 power the PEM-cells in the
electrolyzer



Next step: 
the

electrolyzer



What is Electrolysis and
how does it work ? 

Electrolysis is a chemical decomposition 
produced by passing an electric current 
trough a liquid or solution containing ions 
(in our case: water).

electricity

2H2O → 2H2+ O2



Where do we put the electrolyzer and 
the metal hydrids tanks? 

In our basement is enough space to  fit a big 
electrolyzer and metal hydrids storage if we 
remove the oil-fired heating.



Green hydrogen 



More electricity
than consumption

 Production of energy > 
demand → create hydrogen 

 Production of energy < 
demand → hydrogen is used to 
create energy 



Ways to store hydrogen



Metal hydrid

 We have chosen metal hydrids (ammonia 
borane) 

 Hydrogen is expelled from the hydrid by 
lowering the pressure and applying heat 



Advantage of metal hydrids

 High density

 The space is aviable in the basement

 Do not have to build up pressure or low temperatures



What is a block-heating and generating
plant?

WOLF block heating and generating plant



How does a block heating and 
generating plant work ?

 Hydrogen  → fuel

 Energy is created

 production of electricity and heat

 Heat-burning

 Electricity- generator

Fuel Exhaust gas

Cold water

Generator           electricity

Warm water

engine

Exhaust gas heating exchanger
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Why a block heating and generating 
plant for our project?

 Price

 Climate friendly- no carbon
dioxide

 Several functions- heating
and electricity

 No oil- heating



When would we use the block heating
and generating plant?

 No sun- photovoltaic system

 Not enough electricity

 As heating



How would we use the block heating and 
generating plant ?

Own hydrogen
Do not buy 
anything 



How much would a block heating and 
generating plant cost?

 WOLF-block heating and generating plant- 50 kw

 80 000€

 Promotion of 10 000€ from state



Why do we need 
insulation? 

 Warmth always go where it is cold

 U-value → heat transfer trough a 
bulding



The U-value of the 
school building 

 Our school has a high U-value 

 We lose approx. 20% through our 
bad U-value 



Insulation of our school 
building 

 We have chosen fiberboards with hemp

 Good for the environment 



Costs for the project

PHOTOVOLTAIC 
SYSTEM

BLOCK HEATING 
AND GENERATING 

PLANT

PEM-CELL THERMAL 
INSULATION



In Conclusion

Photovoltaics

Electrolysis 

Metal hydrid 

Block heating and generating plant

Insulation 
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